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Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy

About city

Dnepropetrovsk City

Dnepropetrovsk is Ukraine's fourth largest city, with about one million populations. It is 242 miles (390 km) southeast of the capital Kiev on the Dnieper River, in the south-central part of Ukraine. A vital industrial centre of Ukraine, Dnepropetrovsk was one of the key centres of the nuclear, arms, and space industries of the Soviet Union. In particular, it is home to the Yuzhmash, a major space and ballistic missile design bureau and manufacturer. Because of its military industry, Dnepropetrovsk was a closed city[^8] until the 1990s. It is named in honor of Grigory Petrovsky.

Dnepropetrovsk is a powerhouse of Ukraine's business and politics as the native city for many of the country's most important figures. There are hundreds of industrial companies in the city.

Climate: During the summer, Dnepropetrovsk is very warm (average day temperature in July is 24 to 28 °C (75 to 82 °F), even hot sometimes 32 to 36 °C (90 to 97 °F). Temperatures as high as 36 °C (97 °F) have been recorded in May. Winter is not so cold (average day temperature in January is −4 to 0 °C (25 to 32 °F), but when there is no snow and the wind blows hard, it feels extremely cold. A mix of snow and rain happens usually in December.
**Transport:** The main forms of public transport used in Dnepropetrovsk are trams, buses, electric trolley buses and marshrutkas—private minibuses. In addition to this there are a large number of taxi firms operating in the city, and many residents have private cars. Dnepropetrovsk also has a metro system, opened in 1995, which consists of one line and 6 stations.

The largest bus station in eastern Ukraine is located in Dnepropetrovsk, from where bus routes are available to all over the country, including some international routes to Russia, Poland, Germany, Moldova and Turkey. It is located near the city’s central railway station.

The city has a large railway junction, with many daily trains running to and from Eastern Europe and on domestic routes within Ukraine. There are two railway terminals, "Dnepropetrovsk Glavnij" (main station) and "Dnepropetrovsk Yuzhnyi" (south station).

The city is served by an Dnepropetrovsk International Airport (IATA: DNK) and is connected to European and Middle Eastern cities with daily flights.

---

**About University**

Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) was founded on September 15, 1916. Institute acquired the status of State Academy in 1920 and it was confirmed again to Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) in Ukraine in 1994 by the order of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine № 224 dated 20 April 1994.

Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) is one of the oldest higher educational institutions of Ukraine having 4th (the highest) level of accreditation among all universities of Ukraine.

Foundation and the establishment of the Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) was led by eminent scientists with world-known names, such as VP Karpov etc.

In 1922 the Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) organized and edited two scientific medical journals: "Ekaterinoslavsky Medical Journal" and "New Surgical Archive". When the Academy created a single scientific society that was theoretical, surgical, therapeutic, orthopedic, trauma and pediatric sections.

---
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Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) conducts training of foreign nationals since 1990. In 1995 the Academy graduated the first batch of foreign physicians. For 25 years, Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) trained more than 10,000 foreign specialists from 30 countries of the world.

Scientific activities of the Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) are provided with modern technical and methodological bases. The priorities are:

- development of new diagnostic technology development and progression of hypertension;
- prenatal HIV infection: assessment of the effectiveness and optimization of modern pharmacological means of prevention, treatment, rehabilitation and deter the spread of HIV / AIDS;
- development of new treatments and prevention of bladder cancer and prostate cancer;
- Modern methods of diagnosis and treatment of cerebrovascular disease;
- Development of domestic technologies treatment of orthopedic diseases and injuries of musculoskeletal system.

Academy scientists actively participate in international congresses and symposia. Over the last 5 years, Academy defended the 15 doctoral and 167 master's theses. Performance of graduates of Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) was 100%. Academy received 265 patents, Published 6507 articles, 516 of them were internationally published. The Academy produces 3 academic scientific journals - "Medical Perspectives", "Urology“ and “Dermatovenereology, cosmetology, sexual pathology”.

Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) provides high quality education to students who are looking for quality education at affordable course fees. Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) has good team of long term experienced teachers in providing quality education to the students.

The Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) long experience in training of foreign specialists, highly qualified teaching staff and modern facilities - all guarantee high level of theoretical and practical training to the students of the University.

Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) introduced the scholarships to students and the students were given place in the hostels to live in the academic year 1923/1924.

Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) has carried in it's fifth year disciplines of medicine, surgery, maternity and child care, sanitation and hygiene. In the prewar years were formed hygienic department in 1931 and Pediatrics department in 1937 in Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA).

By 1941, Academy prepared: 21 professors, 82 associate professors, 248 assistant, 6448 physicians. At that time in Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) there were 3276 students, and the staff members were 319 people at the Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA). Clinics of Academy had 2,200 beds.

Today Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) - one of the leading universities of medical education in Ukraine from a single continuous professional training at three levels: pre-university, graduate and postgraduate.
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In the structure of the Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) - 6 faculties (three medical, dental, department of foreign students and faculty of postgraduate education), which has more than 4,5 thousand students and doctors for post graduation.

The Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) has a sports complex, vivarium, a sanatorium, sports camp, academic library, Techno center and two museums.

**Teaching Staff**

646 teachers’ works at the departments of Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA),

Among them 98 Doctors of Medical Sciences, 359 Candidates of medical Sciences, 1 - Academician of the Academy of Medical Sciences of Ukraine, 1 corresponding member of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 2, Corresponding Member of Academy of Medical Sciences of Ukraine, 4 employees were awarded prizes of the President of Ukraine, 5 distinguished workers in higher education and public education, 9 Honored Scientists of Science and Technology, 9 State Prize winners of Ukraine and Russia, 5 Honored doctors of Ukraine, 24 full members and corresponding members of many national and foreign academies, members of international scientific societies and associations.

At the Academy 59 departments work. Among staff at Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) there are 646 teachers, among them 98 doctors of Medical Sciences and 359 candidates of Medical Sciences. In total, the Academy employs over 1100 employees.

Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) has 42 clinical departments which are located in 28 hospitals and having over 15 thousand beds. On clinical bases Academy organized 29 specialized centers.

The Academy trains specialists in all faculties in English, Russian and Ukrainian languages.

Throughout its history the Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) has trained about 49 000 doctors, dentists, pharmacists and nurses-bachelors.

Since 1996, the Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) is headed by Academician of Academy of Medical Sciences of Ukraine, Professor G.V. Dzyak.

At present 4500 students are studying in Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA), among them are 700 students from 36 countries are getting training in different specialities, among them mostly students are from Jordan, Syria, India, Pakistan, Nigeria, Sudan, Palestine, China, Morocco, Lebanon, Kenya, Ghana and others.
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19 professors and 58 associate professors’ works at the Faculty of Postgraduate education in Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA). Faculty Conducts postgraduate training in three areas:

- primary specialty medical interns - internship
- training or retraining of medical specialists
- Clinical residencies

**Education System**

Dnepropetrovsk State Medical University is the only in all over Ukraine providing training to students in all seven faculties and preparatory department for foreign citizens. The faculties are following:

- General Medicine
- Pediatrics
- Management of Public Health
- Dentistry
- Pharmacy
- Nursing
- Postgraduate Education
- Preparatory faculty for foreign citizens

The Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) occupies an area of 85 hectares. Academy has 8 academic buildings with total area of 52000 square meters, which are located 608 classrooms, offices and laboratories.

Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) has 42 clinical departments which are located in 28 hospitals and having over 15 thousand beds. On clinical bases Academy organized 29 specialized centers.

In 1966 the Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) celebrated its 50 anniversary. By that time in Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) were 55 departments and 3769 students were enrolled in the different departments of Academy.

Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) was awarded the Order of Red Banner of Labor by the House of the President of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR for it's development in medical science and for it's 50th anniversary in 1966.

After the restoration of educational and therapeutic bases, Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) started expanding the range of specialties: improve the quality of teachers, organized the Dental School, opened a new department, and created a central research laboratory.

**The Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine** provides and guarantees the quality of education of international students studying in Ukraine. International students obtain state-registered degree at Higher Educational Establishments which are officially licensed by the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine. In such manner various universities, academies and institutes are not only accredited, but also licensed to organize higher education for international students.
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International students wishing to study in English medium may get admissions at once to the first course through coordinating companies,

**DSMA** is recognized by the World Health Organization (W.H.O), U.S. Education Department, General Council of Medicine and Medical Council of India. After obtaining Degree of dsmu, the students are eligible for applying in United States Medical Licensing Examination (USMLE) and The Professional Linguistic Assessment Board (PLAB) of the United Kingdom (UK).

**Medium Of Study:**

Medium is in English medium only.

**Semester:**

There are 2 Semesters in the academic year:

- Autumn Semester — From September to January,
- Spring Semester — From February to June.

**Examinations:**

There are examinations at the end of both semesters. The dates of examinations (Session Period) are determined by the Rector, but the examination dates for individual disciplines within the session period are decided by students and faculty members by mutual agreement.

Student’s performance during the Examinations is Graded as: «Satisfactory»; «Good»; «Excellent» or «Unsatisfactory».

In order to appear for the exam, a Student must have passed all the Credit-Tests, and must have fulfilled the 100 % attendance

**Vacations:**

All students have their vacations twice a year.

- Summer vacations: from July 1 to August 31.
- Winter vacations: from January 15 to February 7.

---
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Hostel

Accommodation

Dnepropetrovsk State Medical Academy (DSMA) has 7 hostels for students with area of 46000 sq.m.

2849 students can stay at the Academy's hostels. The Academy has a sports complex (which includes gaming, fencing, fitness room, table tennis hall, wrestling, swimming pool, shooting gallery, a sports stadium with tennis courts), vivarium, a sanatorium, country sports camp for 250 people, academic library with electronic devices, Techno center and two museums.

**DSMA** has a very good hostel system with fully furnished rooms, quite study environment and surrounded with recreation center.

For the convenience of the students, they can choose their roommates; they can stay together if they belong to same city if they want,

There are several accommodation options for international students and it is important to consider whether you prefer an independent lifestyle or enjoy living in a community.

**All rooms in hostels are provided with internet facility.**

Rooms on campus are available to students. All hostel rooms are furnished and vary in size and number of conveniences. Dormitory rooms at hostel can accommodate 2 or 3 students to a room.

All rooms are equipped with bed, mattress, pillow, blanket, desk, chair, Almira, heating, water system and suitable lighting for both study and relaxation. There are common areas where students can play and mingle. Upon the students arrival on campus, specific accommodations are assigned and after a satisfactory health report the student will be accommodated to the room which is allotted to him.
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Off campus housing can be obtained in nearby apartments. Available apartments and houses are furnished, and vary in size, cost and number of conveniences. Life in Kharkov is friendly and devoid of rush. While at first some students may miss their home environment, native foods, or a hurried pace, they soon learn to appreciate and enjoy a cultural difference of their own.

All the rooms are provided with heaters. Our hostels feature 24-hour access to security and emergency services, making it easy to get assistance when you need it. As a campus resident, you also have access to all support services such as campus Security Services, counseling Services and health Services.

If you take a University room, we’ll ask you to follow our basic regulations. These are to ensure that everyone can live together happily and safely, so include such things as no noise after 11pm and showing consideration for others

### Mess

University has its own mess system, where Indian food is available, veg and non veg meals available to choose for the students.

Each Hostel has a separate kitchen provided for students to cook food to their own taste. Students will need to supply their own kitchen utensils. Meals may be bought from various food outlets.

All types of vegetables, grains, pulses and fruits are available all around the year. Indian cooks are generally Panjabi and south Indian. They prepare delicious dishes every day.

Messes managed by Indians only, so all care are taken to provide best foods. Students can feel like home made dishes.

### Documents

1. Valid passport
2. Class 12 mark or grade sheet
3. Class 10 mark sheet
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**Fee structure**

Fee structure includes:

- Tuition fees
- Hostel fees
- Medical insurance fees

1. Tuition fees will not change during the whole duration of education. Tuition fees for foreign students in DSM are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Duration of course</th>
<th>Fee in USD per year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Medicine</td>
<td>6 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Hostel Fees is currently **USD per year**. Hostel fee typically increases by 5-7% per year according to the current prices for electricity, gas, water, heating, etc.

3. Medical Insurance fee is currently **USD per year**. It can increase by 3-5% per year according to the annual rate of inflation.

**Apply online**

**ELIGIBILITY FOR ADMISSION:**

a. In class 12 Board Examination: Candidates should have passed in Physics, Chemistry, Biology and English individually and obtained minimum 50% (40% for SC/ST/OBC) in PCB with Practical.

b. Be Minimum 17 years of age as on December 31 of the year of admission:

> Admission is on first – come – first basis, which is the norm in Europe.
> If Class 12 results are NOT DECLARED, student can apply for Admission and s/he will be issued Admission letter – with the provision that they will satisfy the eligibility norms given above and then they will be admitted to the program.

There is No Entrance Examination. Admission is on a "Rolling" or "First come First admit basis" – this is the norm in Europe. Applications are accepted till seats are available. Those who apply EARLY stand the best chance of admission.
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